HAMP – the microwave package on the High Altitude and LOng range research aircraft (HALO)
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Abstract. An advanced package of microwave remote sensing instrumentation has been developed for the operation on the new German High Altitude LOng range research aircraft (HALO). The HALO Microwave Package, HAMP, consists of two nadir-looking instruments: a cloud radar at 36 GHz and a suite of passive microwave radiometers with 26 frequencies in different bands between 22.24 and 183.31 ± 12.5 GHz. We present a description of HAMP’s instrumentation together with an illustration of its potential. To demonstrate this potential, synthetic measurements for the implemented passive microwave frequencies and the cloud radar based on cloud-resolving and radiative transfer model calculations were performed. These illustrate the advantage of HAMP’s chosen frequency coverage, which allows for improved detection of hydrometeors both via the emission and scattering of radiation. Regression algorithms compare HAMP retrieval with standard satellite instruments from polar orbiters and show its advantages particularly for the lower atmosphere with a root-mean-square error reduced by 5 and 15% for temperature and humidity, respectively. HAMP’s main advantage is the high spatial resolution of about 1 km, which is illustrated by first measurements from test flights. Together these qualities make it an exciting tool for gaining a better understanding of cloud processes, testing retrieval algorithms, defining future satellite instrument specifications, and validating platforms after they have been placed in orbit.

1 Introduction

Water in all its phases is, from the perspective of Earth’s climate, the most important atmospheric constituent (Stevens and Bony, 2013a), but it is still poorly measured and poorly understood. Limitations in our understanding of water also have a profound influence on climate modeling and climate prediction (Stevens and Bony, 2013b) and demand new experimental approaches. Airborne remote sensing measurements are a useful tool to investigate cloud processes. Due to the finer resolution, the better sensitivity, and the higher flexibility of aircraft observations compared to satellite observations, the atmosphere can be studied in more detail. Furthermore, such instruments play an important role in calibrating satellites and validating geophysical retrieval algorithms.

Microwave instruments are well suited to observing clouds and precipitation because condensed phases of water are semitransparent in this spectral region. Since the first launch of the Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I) instrument in 1987, passive microwave satellite instruments have been the backbone for deriving climatologies of cloud liquid water path (LWP) and precipitation (O’Dell et al., 2008; Andersson et al., 2010) and the most reliable source for estimating precipitation trends (Allan et al., 2010). Over the radiatively cold ocean, the observed radiances at frequencies below roughly 50 GHz can be directly related to precipitation via the thermal emission of liquid water. However, at these low frequencies (long wavelengths), the spatial resolution of SSM/I is roughly 50 km and the inhomogeneous beam fill-
ing causes a significant source of uncertainty (von Bremen et al., 2002). Better resolution is achieved at higher frequency channels operating at window frequencies. However, scattering by ice particles increases with frequency and the relation between hydrometeor content and measured brightness temperatures is rather complex. Use of microwave emissions is more challenging over land because of the high and variable surface emission ($\epsilon \approx 0.6–0.95$). In this case the scattering signal can be used to improve estimates of precipitation by assuming a relation between surface precipitation and the ice aloft (Kidd and Huffman, 2011). Active microwave observation by radar can provide vertically resolved profiles of hydrometeor backscatter, though the direct conversion to water content is complicated by the dependence on particle size and shape as well as attenuation effects.

To overcome the limitations of the individual techniques and better constrain the profiles of hydrometeors in the atmosphere, a combination of multispectral microwave radiometers with active microwave instruments (Bauer et al., 2001; Skofronick-Jackson et al., 2003) is pursued. The strong benefit of this synergy is most prominently illustrated by the success of the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM), which has delivered a 15-year precipitation climatology (Wang et al., 2013) by combining the TRMM Microwave Imager (TMI) and the Precipitation Radar (PR). However, TRMM is confined to tropical oceans and, due to the Ku-band radar detection limit of $+18$ dBZ (NASA, 1999) and large footprint, misses light precipitation (Berg et al., 2010; Nuijens et al., 2009). This leads to substantial uncertainties when estimating the contribution of precipitation to the global energy budget (Stephens et al., 2012). Though the W-band radar on CloudSat (Stephens et al., 2002) has a better sensitivity ($-27$ dBZ) and a smaller footprint, a significant portion of the clouds are not detected. The Global Precipitation Mission (GPM; Hou et al., 2013), with its core satellite launched in February 2014, will address the problem of temporal sampling by using a constellation of research and operational microwave sensors. However, the radar sensitivity of $+12$ dBZ will not allow for study of clouds or light precipitation.

During the last decades, a number of active and passive microwave instruments have been developed for airborne operation (see Pelon et al., 2013; Wendisch et al., 2013, for an overview), with some of them specifically designed for the validation of satellite data, e.g., the National Polar-Orbiting Operational Environmental Satellite System (NPOESS) Aircraft Sounding Testbed-Microwave (NAST-M; Blackwell et al., 2001) or the Conical Scanning Millimeter-Wave Imaging Radiometer (CoSMIR; Wang et al., 2007) for the Special Sensor Microwave Imager/Sounder (SSMIS). Specific satellite validation campaigns – e.g., for AMSR precipitation validation at Wakasa Bay (Lobl et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2008), for SSMIS, or for CloudSat (Barker et al., 2008) – as well as a large number of campaigns dedicated to studying processes (Geerts et al., 2000; Evans et al., 2005), were performed on different aircraft. Another example is the Compact Scanning Submillimeter-wave Imaging Radiometer (CoSSIR; Toon et al., 2010) for ice cloud observations operated during the Tropical Composition, Cloud and Climate Coupling (TC4) campaign. Airborne measurements are often limited by the aircraft’s available power and therefore the synergy of active and passive sensors on one aircraft with similar view is seldom realized on a single airborne platform. An exception which proves the rule is the combination of the dual frequency High-Altitude Imaging Wind and Rain Airborne Profiler (HIWRAP; Li et al., 2008) and the High-Altitude Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuit (MMIC) Sounding Radiometer (HAMSR) flown on the unmanned high-altitude, long-endurance Global Hawk to investigate hurricane genesis and intensification (Braun et al., 2013). HIWRAP is a dual-frequency (Ka (35 GHz) and Ku band (14 GHz)) radar similar to the one flown by GPM, but with a detection limit of about 0 dBZ it is not sensitive enough to capture clouds and light precipitation. HAMSR is a cross-track scanning microwave sounder (Brown et al., 2011) with 25 channels in three spectral bands connected with the 60 and 119 GHz oxygen and the 183 GHz water vapor line that are of particular interest for future satellite missions, e.g., MetOp Second Generation (MetOp-SG). During the Tropical Cloud Systems and Processes experiment (TCSP; Halverson et al., 2007), HAMSR was operated on the ER-2 (Earth Resources-2) aircraft together with the Cloud Radar System (CRS; Li et al., 2003), a 94 GHz radar.

Here we present the HALO Microwave Package (HAMP). HAMP provides an advanced suite of microwave cloud remote sensing instruments for operation onboard the new German High-Altitude LONG-range research aircraft (HALO) (Ziereis and Gläßer, 2006). The package consists of microwave radiometers with 26 channels that in addition to HAMSR frequencies also includes the low-frequency channels along the 22 GHz water vapor line (K band) for better estimation of rain and cloud liquid water, together with the thermodynamic environment (temperature and humidity profiles). In addition to its unique frequency combination, HAMP also includes a high-sensitivity cloud radar at 35.5 GHz ($-38$ dBZ at 5 km and 1 s avg.), making it a versatile tool for studying both clouds and precipitation in different regions of the world that are difficult to assess with ground-based instrumentation. The first HALO mission with HAMP onboard was the Next-generation Aircraft Remote sensing for VALidation studies (NARVAL) campaign in December 2013 and January 2014. In that campaign, dedicated flights were performed over the tropical Atlantic to study trade wind cumulus and over the North Atlantic across polar lows to investigate the uncertainty of precipitation retrievals reported by Klepp et al. (2003).

This paper introduces the installation of the microwave package on HALO along with its instrument characteristics. Furthermore, it illustrates the potential of the observations by presenting a retrieval study based on synthetic observations,
which have been created with a cloud-resolving model and detailed radiative transfer modeling covering a wide variety of cloud and precipitation regimes. In Sect. 5, first measurements taken during a scientific test flight over Germany are presented.

2 System description

2.1 Aircraft and installation of the instruments

The new German research aircraft HALO is a Gulfstream G550 – a commercial business jet – modified to include atmospheric and geophysical sensors. Its operating range is more than 12,500 km with an airspeed of Mach 0.8 or 10 flight hours, and a ceiling of about 15 km. HALO can carry a payload of almost 3 t and has 55 kW of available power. These features make it possible to survey the troposphere, and in places the lower stratosphere, on planetary scales with much finer resolution and with more powerful instrumentation than feasible on spaceborne platforms.

For remote sensing purposes the Max Planck Institute for Meteorology and the University of Hamburg together with the German Aerospace Center and the University of Cologne have developed an advanced suite of microwave instrumentation. These instruments are subdivided into three boxes for the passive radiometers plus the active radar component. In addition, the German Aerospace Center operates a multiwavelength water vapor differential absorption lidar (WALES; Wirth et al., 2009) and a dropsonde system onboard HALO (Hock and Franklin, 1999).

The boxes containing the passive microwave radiometers are mounted in a belly pod (Fig. 1) secured to the underside of the aircraft’s forward fuselage. The belly pod is made of multilayered carbon fiber material and has dimensions of 700 cm × 120 cm × 90 cm (length × width × height) and is connected to the main fuselage by cables to provide power and access to control and data acquisition systems. Flight testing shows that the belly pod exerts no significant influence on flight altitude, speed, and distance, although there is a slight reduction in range. All instruments are configured to be nadir pointing. Because the aircraft cruises at a pitch angle of between 0 and 4 °, the instrument viewing angle varies in this range on level legs.

2.2 Cloud radar

The radar MIRA-36 (Melchionna et al., 2008), owned by University of Hamburg and manufactured by METEK, is a monostatic, pulsed, magnetron, Ka band, Doppler radar that operates at 35.5 GHz. The advantage of the Ka band as compared to the more common 94 GHz, or W band, is its reduced attenuation in the presence of condensate. Using this frequency is possible because the HALO aircraft and its belly pod is sufficiently large to accommodate the relatively large antenna required at this frequency. The radar has two receivers to provide a co- and cross-polarization channel. The output parameters are the radar reflectivity (Z), the Doppler spectra, the Doppler velocity or line of sight velocity of targets (V), the spectral width, and the linear depolarization ratio (LDR). An advantage of the monostatic, pulsed magnetron is that it captures strong gradients in the reflectivity precisely. This is especially important to avoid problems with ground reflection in nadir-looking instruments.

The radar is operated using a 1 m diameter Cassegrain antenna mounted in the belly pod connected to the radar electronics in the cabin. Here, a custom flange had to be designed to support the antenna and accommodate the feed-through for the wave guide. The radome window in the belly pod underwent intensive tests to estimate the optimum thickness of the radome material to minimize the two-way attenuation to less than 2.0 dB. The key specifications of the cloud radar are summarized in Table 1. The radar’s transmitter and receiver are initially calibrated using external sources and internal references sources are continually used to achieve a permanent calibration of the system.

Figure 1. Top: closed belly pod mounted on HALO. Bottom: remote sensing instruments underneath the body of HALO (from left to right: HALO-G, HALO-KV, and HALO-WF module; lidar window; and cloud radar MIRA-36 antenna).
Table 1. Specifications of the cloud radar MIRA-36 as a component of HAMP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>MIRA-36</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>35.563 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak power</td>
<td>30 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse length</td>
<td>200 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse repetition</td>
<td>5 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration time, coherent</td>
<td>0.05 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration time, incoherent</td>
<td>1 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range resolution</td>
<td>30 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam width</td>
<td>0.6°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Footprint</td>
<td>130 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity ground-based operation</td>
<td>−48 dBZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected sensitivity airborne operation</td>
<td>−38 dBZ, −30 dBZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum detectable LDR</td>
<td>−40 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Adjustable, b At 13 km range, c At 5 km with 1 s avg, d At 13 km with 1 s avg.

Compared to ground-based cloud radar, two additional effects have a major influence on the retrieved Doppler velocities. The first effect is the contribution of the aircraft speed to the mean Doppler velocity in the case that the radar is not pointing exactly nadir (see more detailed discussion in Lee et al., 1994). With a typical aircraft speed of 210 ms$^{-1}$ and a forward pitch angle of 2°, this offset accounts for −7.33 ms$^{-1}$ (negative means towards the aircraft). In the case of vertical shear of the horizontal wind between the measurement height and the height of the aircraft, an additional offset by the projection of the horizontal wind vector on the flight direction has to be considered. The second effect of the aircraft motion is the broadening of the Doppler spectrum due to the beam width. Even in the case of an antenna pointing exactly nadir, part of the radar beam is pointing forward and backward, thus seeing an offset in Doppler velocity. In total this results in a broadening of the velocity distribution in the radar measurement volume.

Figure 2 illustrates the effects of aircraft geometry (speed 210 ms$^{-1}$ and pitch angle 2°) for a monodisperse distribution with zero vertical motion. In addition to the velocity shift of about 7 ms$^{-1}$, the spectrum is also broadened by 2 ms$^{-1}$. Although the total power is conserved, the spectral line density is thus reduced by approximately 13 dB. While the power peak of the original monodisperse spectrum might be above the noise level, the power peak of the broadened spectrum could be below the noise level. This has an effect on the ability to detect clouds with low reflectivity. Software algorithms may be able to diminish this reduction in sensitivity to 8–9 dB. The resulting sensitivity for airborne operation has to be estimated from in-flight data sets, but is expected to be in the range of −38 dBZ. For rain events the loss in peak power is hardly evident as shown for a Marshall–Palmer size distribution with a rain rate of 5 mm h$^{-1}$ (Fig. 2). The mean Doppler velocity changes from 7.21 to −0.12 ms$^{-1}$, and the spectral width from 1.40 to 1.53 ms$^{-1}$.

The ability of the radar to detect clouds and precipitation close to the Earth surface depends on the range bin resolution, the length of the transmitted pulse, and the sharpness of the pulse edges. Side lobes of the radar beam can produce an artificial signal below the surface because they reach the surface later than the main lobe. In the case of strong rainfall, this can also result from multiple scattering.

2.3 Passive microwave radiometers

2.3.1 Radiometer systems

The HAMP microwave radiometers are owned by the Max Planck Institute and were custom-manufactured for HALO by Radiometer Physics GmbH (RPG). They are separated into three nadir-pointing modules mounted in the belly pod underneath HALO (see Fig. 1). Each of the modules has a weight of approximately 95 kg and dimensions of 46 cm × 56 cm × 54 cm.

The first module contains two independent packages with parallel antenna axis for the K and V bands (hereafter HALO-KV). Both units are direct detection filter bank receivers similar in design to the one within the ground-based Humidity and Temperature Profiler (HATPRO; Rose et al., 2005) that is used at several locations worldwide for automatic thermodynamic profiling and measurements of the liquid water path (LWP). The second module consists of two independent receiver packages (hereafter HALO-11990): one direct detection radiometer at a window channel at 90 GHz and one heterodyne receiver in double-sideband mode with four channels along the 118.75 GHz O$_2$ line from ±1.4 to ±8.5 GHz. The third module (hereafter HALO-183) contains a single heterodyne receiver providing seven channels along the 183.31 GHz H$_2$O line (±0.6 to ±12.5 GHz, double-sideband). The radiometers view the atmosphere through existing apertures in the belly pod, which are covered by window material with low microwave attenuation.

The accuracy of the measured brightness temperatures ($T_B$) is determined by the quality of the calibration and by the noise component. During flight the radiometer channels are continuously calibrated using two reference loads: one is at ambient temperature, i.e., around 40 °C, corresponding to the stabilized receiver box temperature, and the second is generated by a noise diode whose temperature varies between 1000 and 1500 K for the different frequency channels. The ambient load is realized by a terminated Dicke switch, with the exception of the HALO-183 module, where instead of waveguide technology the receiver is terminated by quasi-optical switching to an internal ambient temperature target (T. Keating Ltd sub-millimeter plastic absorber). The noise diode signal is frequently injected via a directional coupler and used for gain calibration, while the receiver noise temperature ($T_r$)
Aircraft speed is 210 m s\(^{-1}\) and pitch angle 2\(^{\circ}\). Marshall–Palmer size distribution with rain rate of 5 mm h\(^{-1}\) is assumed.

![Figure 2. Original (blue) and aircraft-affected (red) Doppler spectra for monodisperse cloud (left) and typical rain particle distribution (right).](image)

is adjusted by viewing the ambient target every 60 s. By using a magnetically operated Dicke switch, the interruption in observation time is negligible, while for the HALO-183 a few seconds are lost. For the K- and V-band channels this technique has been proven to fulfill the demanding requirements for deep-space stations (Norenberg et al., 2008; Tortora et al., 2013).

The noise diode temperatures and any losses in the optical path, i.e., from antenna windows or Dicke switches, that are not taken into account by the two-load calibration are determined before/after each flight by placing two external loads (liquid nitrogen and ambient temperature) each about 1 m diameter below the aircraft fuselage.

All HAMP modules are thermally stabilized with an accuracy of < 0.05 K over the whole operating temperature range (−70 to +35°C) in order to reduce drifts. The frequency bandwidth is 230 MHz for all KV channels and up to 2 GHz for window frequencies where no spectral features occur. \(T_e\) is typically 450 K (K band), 650 K (V band), 1000 K (W band), 2000 K (F band), and 2300 K (G band). Together with an integration time of 1 s used for all channels, this leads to a noise-equivalent delta temperature (NeDT) ranging from 0.1 K for HALO-KV to 0.6 K for HALO-183 (Table 2).

With the exception of HALO-183, which uses an off-axis parabolic mirror, the antennas are realized by a corrugated feed horn/aperture lens combination in all HAMP modules. Due to the different wavelengths, the beam width measured as full width at half maximum (FWHM) varies between 5.0\(^{\circ}\) for HALO-KV and 2.7\(^{\circ}\) for HALO-183 (Table 2). With these beam widths, for an integration time of 1 s and a maximum operating Mach number of 0.885, the resolution at ground for a ceiling height of 13 km is between 1.4 and 0.9 km in the along-flight direction and between 1.1 and 0.6 km in the across-flight direction.

The sideband response has been measured to be identical in both sidebands. It is important to note that the interpretation of the double-sideband signals requires radiative transfer simulations to take both sidebands into account.

### 2.3.2 Frequency selection

The frequencies for the three modules of passive microwave radiometers (see Table 2) were selected to cover the main spectral signatures in the microwave spectral range similarly to currently operated (Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit (AMSU)-A and -B, SSM/I, Microwave Humidity Sounder (MHS); Kidder et al., 2000) and forthcoming satellite instruments like the GPM Microwave Imager (GMI; Bidwell et al., 2005) or the Microwave Imager (MWI) on MetOp-SG, covering attenuation and window regions of the microwave spectrum.

Channels around absorption lines or line complexes are used for temperature or humidity profiling throughout the troposphere and lower stratosphere. The altitude sensitivity of the HAMP sounding channels is illustrated by the clear-sky weighting functions in Fig. 3. These are calculated for the US 1976 Standard Atmosphere and a ceiling height of 13 km. The channels along the two H\(_2\)O lines, i.e., 22.24 GHz (K band) and 183.31 GHz (G band), allow for the retrieval of atmospheric water vapor profiles and its integrated value (IWV). In contrast to AMSU-B and MHS, which have three channels around the 183.31 GHz line, HAMP utilizes more channels further away from the line. With a maximum distance of 12.5 GHz, the outer channels are less affected by water vapor (Fig. 3) and can be assumed to be window channels. In comparison to satellite instruments, i.e., AMSU-A, fewer channels close to the 60 GHz O\(_2\) absorption complex (V band) are used as these are aimed at stratospheric temperature profiling. Nevertheless, the two innermost V-band channels show a high sensitivity to the temperature close to the aircraft. The four frequency channels along the 118.75 GHz O\(_2\) line (F band) are chosen to provide similar response to temperature as the corresponding V-band channels.
Table 2. HAMP passive bands with their noise-equivalent delta temperature (NeDT), absolute accuracy (Acc.), beam width (full width at half maximum, FWHM), their main use in retrieving atmospheric variables, and corresponding satellite instruments. Upcoming missions (instruments) are shown in bold letters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Band</th>
<th>Frequencies [GHz]</th>
<th>NeDT [K]/Acc. [K]</th>
<th>FWHM</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Satellite</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>22.24,23.04,23.84,25.44</td>
<td>0.1/0.5</td>
<td>5.0°</td>
<td>humidity profile, integrated water vapor, liquid water path</td>
<td>AMSU-A, SSM/I, AMSR-E, GPM (GMI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26.24, 27.84, 31.40</td>
<td>0.1/0.5</td>
<td>5.0°</td>
<td>rain</td>
<td>MetOp-SG (MWS, MWI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2O</td>
<td>50.3, 51.76, 52.8, 53.75, 54.94, 56.66, 58.00</td>
<td>0.2/0.5</td>
<td>3.5°</td>
<td>temperature profile, liquid water path, precipitating hydrometeors</td>
<td>MetOp-SG (MWS, MWI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>0.25/1.5</td>
<td>3.3°</td>
<td>liquid water path, snow water path</td>
<td>AMSU-B, SSM/I(S), AMSR-E, GPM (GMI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>118.75±8.5,118.75±4.2,118.75±2.3,118.75±1.4</td>
<td>0.6/1.5</td>
<td>3.3°</td>
<td>temperature profile, precipitating hydrometeors</td>
<td>MetOp-SG (MWS, MWI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O2</td>
<td>183.31±12.5,183.31±7.5,183.31±5.0,183.31±3.5,183.31±2.3,183.31±0.6</td>
<td>0.6/1.5</td>
<td>2.7°</td>
<td>humidity profile (upper troposphere), ice water path</td>
<td>AMSU-B, SSM/I(S), GPM (GMI)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. HAMP clear air weighting functions (nadir downward looking). Shown are the water vapor (two leftmost) and the temperature (two rightmost) weighting functions for a HALO ceiling height of about 13 km. The US 1976 Standard Atmosphere over a black surface was assumed for the calculations.

The emission of liquid water increases roughly with the frequency squared. Window frequencies, such as the 90 GHz W-band channel, together with channels correcting for water vapor influence (K band) are therefore well suited to the detection of rain and cloud liquid. As explained above, the channels in both O2 bands have similar response to temperature but differ in respect to their liquid water emission. These frequencies can be used for testing precipitation amount and profile retrievals applying the differential absorption method (Bauer and Mugnai, 2003). The potential advantage in comparison with classical window frequency retrievals is the robustness with respect to the unknown surface emissivity.
With increasing frequency, scattering by ice particles increases and higher window frequencies, i.e., the channels at the wing of the 183.31 GHz $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ line, can provide information about snowfall. This illustrates the unique combination of HAMP channels that allows for the testing of various precipitation retrieval algorithms making mostly use of either the emission or the scattering signal.

3 Simulations

The synthetic observations in this study are based on calculations with the mesoscale nonhydrostatic model (Méso-NH; Lafore et al., 1998). The cloud-resolving model provides the atmospheric state, including the mass mixing ratios of five hydrometeor categories (cloud water, cloud ice, rainwater, snow, and graupel) with a horizontal resolution of 10 km and 25 vertical levels. Five midlatitude precipitation events at two different times of cloud development have been selected, forming a set of more than 250,000 profiles. The atmospheric scenarios and the cloud-resolving model setup is described in detail and compared to various satellite observations in Chaboureau et al. (2008). An example of the simulated rain rate for a precipitation event over Hoek van Holland on 19 September 2001 at 18:00 UTC is shown in Fig. 4.

To prepare the use of HAMP on HALO, synthetic observations have been created with the Passive and Active Microwave TRAnsf er model (PAMTRA), following the approach described in Mech et al. (2007). PAMTRA calculates fully polarized brightness temperatures for oriented particles, based on the radiative transfer model described in Evans and Stephens (1995) and radar reflectivities following Smith (1984). Within PAMTRA, all assumptions concerning hydrometeor habits, their size distribution, and the method for the calculation of the single-scattering properties are consistent with cloud-resolving models used to generate the input data. For the present study, Méso-NH assumptions on hydrometeor size distribution have been used, and the single scattering properties for ice phase have been calculated using Mie theory and the soft sphere approximation with a fixed density of 0.2, 0.4, and 0.917 g cm$^{-3}$ for snow, graupel, and cloud ice, respectively. Note that the typical assumption of spherical particles with fixed densities imposes significant TB uncertainties when larger amounts of frozen hydrometeors are present (Meirold-Mautner et al., 2007). The surface emissivity can be calculated using various methods: for ocean surfaces the FAST microwave Emissivity Model (FASTEM, version 4) is implemented (Liu et al., 2011); land surface emissivities are derived from monthly mean emissivity maps (Prigent et al., 1997) treated either as Lambertian or specular surfaces.

For each profile, brightness temperatures at the 26 passive frequencies (15 single sideband and 11 double sideband) considering the bandwidth and the radar reflectivities have been calculated. Together with the concurrent atmospheric state, these simulated observations form the database for the investigation on the performance and retrieval potential of HAMP.

In order to illustrate the sensitivity of HAMP measurements, a simulated flight through a precipitation event (Fig. 4) is analyzed. Figures 5 and 6 show the synthetic measurements, i.e., brightness temperatures and reflectivities, together with the corresponding hydrometeor contents. In general, the signal received by the passive microwave receivers of HAMP is, depending on channel, most strongly influenced by the total column content of hydrometeor amounts, the gaseous atmosphere, and/or the surface type, whereas the signal received at the radar is sensitive to the vertical distribution of the hydrometeor amounts.

In the brightness temperature simulations for the relatively transparent frequencies along the 22.24 GHz $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ line, the areas with high cloud and rainwater contents over ocean can be clearly seen as peaks of higher brightness temperature caused by high emission of the liquid hydrometeors (red arrow in Fig. 5). Over land, the emission of the liquid hydrometeor layers is covered to a large extent by the high emissivity of the land surfaces. The same holds true for the frequencies in the 60 GHz $\text{O}_2$ complex. In comparison to the water vapor absorption around 22.24 GHz, the absorption through atmospheric oxygen is much stronger and the signal comes from higher atmospheric layers, so that the dynamic range of observable brightness temperatures decreases clearly when moving towards the center of the absorption complex. This effect is used for temperature profiling. Together with observations in the $\text{O}_2$ band around 118.75 GHz, observations at the oxygen complex at 60 GHz are proposed.
Figure 5. Integrated hydrometeor contents (bottom row) and simulated brightness temperatures along a cross section from west to east through a long-lasting precipitation event on 19 September 2001 at 18:00 UTC over Hoek van Holland (see Fig. 4). For a detailed description see text.

by Bauer and Mugnai (2003) for retrieval of precipitation and even of hydrometeor profiles by differential absorption (see Fig. 3). Thereby, combinations of frequencies at the wings of the complexes give information of the lower atmosphere, whereas frequencies towards the center are useful for the middle and upper troposphere.

The scattering effect of frozen hydrometeors over land (blue arrow in Fig. 5) can be clearly seen in the simulations for the higher HAMP frequencies at the wings of the 183.31 GHz H$_2$O line. The relatively high total column contents of graupel and snow cause a brightness temperature depression of around 70 K at 183.31 ± 12.5 GHz. Due to the atmospheric continuum absorption, frequencies above 150 GHz are only slightly influenced or even completely uninfluenced by different surface emissivities for typical mid-latitude conditions (Skofronick-Jackson and Johnson, 2011). Therefore, the scattering signal of graupel and snow can be seen over ocean surfaces as well (not shown in the example).

In Fig. 6 the simulated attenuated reflectivities for MIRA-36 at 35.563 GHz, together with cross sections through the hydrometeor and water vapor fields, are shown along the track indicated in Fig. 4. It needs to be kept in mind that the coarse vertical resolution corresponds to the cloud-resolving model resolution and not to the range gates of the cloud radar. The high reflectivity values marked by the arrows are caused by rain (red and blue arrows), snow, and graupel (only blue arrow). The range of the hydrometeor contents and the attenuated reflectivities give an impression of the capabilities of the cloud radar on HAMP. Cloud ice leads to low reflectivities around −35 dBZ, which is still in the sensitivity range of the radar, but would be missed by CloudSat.

4 Retrieval potential

Simulated brightness temperatures over ocean together with the concurrent atmospheric state and hydrometeor concentrations are used to test the retrieval potential of the HAMP radiometers. Multiple regression algorithms have been applied to retrieve temperature and humidity profiles. The equation
relating the retrieved quantity and the brightness temperatures is

\[
q = a + \sum_{i=1}^{n_{th}} b_i \cdot T_{B_i} + \sum_{i=1}^{n_{th}} c_i \cdot T_{B_i}^2,
\]

where \(a\), \(b_i\), and \(c_i\) are the regression coefficients; \(q\) the retrieved quantity for a specific atmospheric layer; and \(T_{B_i}\) the simulated brightness temperatures at nadir for \(n_{th}\) frequencies, as the mean between horizontal and vertical polarization. By including quadratic terms, nonlinearities, like the saturation effect, can – at least partly – be taken into account. To develop the retrieval algorithm, the profiles in the database obtained from the Méso-NH simulations have been randomly divided into a training and a test data set. The training data set has been used to calculate regression coefficients. To assess the performance of the radiometers, the regression coefficients have been applied to the brightness temperatures derived by forward modeling from the test data set.

The retrieval approach is relatively simple and will be replaced with a Bayesian technique in the future. However, here we aim to assess the potential of the peculiar set of frequencies chosen for the HAMP radiometers in comparison to standard satellite instruments like AMSU-MHS for sounding of temperature and humidity profiles and SSM/I for precipitation, and want to avoid any influence from different a priori conditions or assumptions. Therefore, we use the same retrieval environment, viewing altitude, geometry (nadir only), and footprint size. The measurement uncertainty in the brightness temperatures has been taken into account by adding a random error to each of the channels following a Gaussian distribution. Two sets of retrieval coefficients have been calculated by adding different random errors to the simulated \(T_B\). The first one (annotated as 1 in Fig. 7) only considers the noise component expressed as NeDT, while the second one (annotated as 2 in Fig. 7) corresponds to the absolute accuracy, estimated by the vendor for HAMP (see Table 2) and reported in the Advanced TIROS (Television and Infrared Observational Satellite) Operational Vertical Sounder (ATOVS) manual (EUMETSAT, 2010) for AMSU-MHS. In addition to the root-mean-square
Figure 7. Retrieval RMSE over land (left), RMSE over ocean (middle), and test data set standard deviation (right) for temperature [K] (top panel) and water vapor mixing ratio [g kg$^{-1}$] (bottom panels) for the HAMP (solid line) and AMSU-MHS (dashed line) instruments with two different assumptions on $T_B$ uncertainty. See text for details.

The error (RMSE) of the retrieved $T$ and $q$ profile, Fig. 7 also shows the standard deviation of the test data to give a measure of the improvement achieved via the retrieval algorithm with respect to the climatological variability.

The uncertainty of the retrieved temperature profiles varies between 0.6 and 2.2 K (Fig. 7). Closer to the simulated aircraft flying altitude (13 km), the $T$ retrieval has the smallest error over the profile, i.e., 0.6 K. This is due to the decrease in measurement standard deviation and to the shape of the weighting function of the two opaque channels at 58 and 56.66 GHz (Fig. 3), which contain information of the temperature profile of the atmospheric layers close to the radiometer. The RMSE for $T$ is strongly dependent on the assumed $T_B$ uncertainty, with highest RMSE of 2.2 K for the AMSU-MHS instrument at 9.5 km height. Considering the pure noise $T_B$ uncertainty (1) for both instruments, it can be noted that HAMP has smaller retrieval errors in the lowest 3–4 km of the troposphere (blue lines in Fig. 7). This is due to its large number of temperature sounding channels with weighting function peaking at ground (see Fig. 3), i.e., the 119 GHz receiver is not implemented in AMSU-MHS.

Concerning water vapor, the RMSE over ocean is smaller than over land and so is the ratio between retrieval RMSE and the standard deviation of the test data set. The better retrieval accuracy over ocean is due to the strong contrast between the radiation emitted by water vapor and the radiatively cold ocean. Due to the higher number of channels within water vapor absorption lines, HAMP has smaller RMSE than AMSU-MHS for the water vapor mixing ratio retrieval from the ground up to 2 km, with both possible assumptions on the $T_B$ uncertainty. $T$ and $q$ error profiles found in this work are similar to those found by Aires et al. (2011), where a synthetic database of $T_B$ and a linear regression algorithm was used. Nevertheless, a direct comparison cannot be made due to the differences in the simulated database and the viewing altitude.

A multiple regression algorithm has also been developed for precipitation using HAMP and SSM/I frequencies, taking into account the different viewing geometries and polarizations, and using the same viewing altitude (13 km) and footprint size. Results (see supplementary material) show that the RMSEs for retrieval with HAMP range from 60% at 1 mm h$^{-1}$ to 25% at 10 mm h$^{-1}$, 5 to 12% better than retrievals with the SSM/I instrument. HAMP’s capability of retrieving precipitation is comparable to the one reported in Defer et al. (2008) for the AMSU-MHS instrument.
Figure 8. Measurements taken by HAMP on 24 July 2013 over western Germany. The upper four panels show the measurements taken by the radiometer modules. The lower panel shows the reflectivities in dBZ captured by the MIRA-36 cloud radar.

5 Electromagnetic compatibility and demonstration flights

To achieve flight permission with the remote sensing and auxiliary instrumentation onboard HALO and to test their performance, one electromagnetic compatibility and two scientific demonstration (or demo) flights were performed. Thirteen flight hours with the full equipment planned for the NARVAL campaign were conducted over the course of three flights in the summer of 2013. These flights were also used to test the setup, calibration, in-flight operation, and performance of HAMP on HALO. The instruments were operated successfully on all three flights and, apart from short periods for testing different instrument parameters, HAMP was continuously measuring.

Figure 8 shows 10 min of measurements taken by the HAMP instruments on the third demo flight, which took place on 24 July 2013 at a flight level of 13 km. The 10 min period corresponds to the passage over convective and precipitating clouds over western Germany. In general, similar signals can be seen in the measurements (Fig. 8) as were evident in the simulations of the instruments (Figs. 5 and 6), i.e., emission signals in the lower bands due to clouds and precipitation (red bar), scattering in higher window bands due to frozen hydrometeors (blue arrow), and high reflectivities in the precipitating regions.

In the lower panel of Fig. 8, the equivalent reflectivity signal (Ze) received by the radar is shown. With focus initially on the first 5 min, the high reflectivity values (> 20 dB) below 3.5 km height are indicative of rain. Somewhat smaller reflectivities above 3.5 km are from precipitation in the ice phase or, in the case of very low reflectivities, ice clouds. The transition from ice to rain can be seen by the melting layer (bright band), a layer of enhanced reflectivity and the sharp vertical gradient in Ze near 3.5 km. The Ze values below 0 m height are due to multiple scattering. This mirror im-
6 Conclusions

A novel suite of microwave remote sensing instrumentation, the HALO Microwave Package (HAMP), has been developed for use by the new High-Altitude and LOng-range research aircraft (HALO). This instrumentation is comprised of a nadir-pointing polarized cloud radar operating at 35.5 GHz, and three modules of nadir-pointing radiometers operating over 26 frequencies in five bands. The instrumentation, combined with the capabilities of the HALO aircraft, provides a unique remote sensing platform for use in characterizing the state of water in all its phases, as well as temperature, through the depth of the troposphere.

Simulations using a radiative transfer code and synthetic data as well as in-flight testing of HAMP give a good impression of the capabilities that these measurements have for studies of the atmosphere’s most important constituent, water. The multifrequency passive microwave measurements are sensitive to the various hydrometeor types, their integrated contents, atmospheric water vapor and temperature distribution, and surface properties. Measurements by the 35.563 GHz cloud radar will provide information about the vertical distribution of hydrometeors. Therefore, by the combination of active and passive components on HAMP, the complete vertical structure of the troposphere with respect to parameters of the water cycle and the temperature can be obtained.

To prepare the use of HAMP on HALO, synthetic observations have been created with the help of radiative transfer calculations. Simulated brightness temperatures have been used to evaluate the performance of the HAMP radiometers given common retrieval algorithms as used by satellite remote sensing. Due to the inclusion of frequencies spanning from 22.24 to 183.31 $\pm$ 12.5 GHz, HAMP radiometers showed promising capabilities for the retrieval of temperature and humidity profiles over the ocean. Regarding profiling potential, HAMP showed better performance than AMSU-MHS for humidity and temperature in the lower atmosphere.

During 13 h of test flights, measurements have been performed which demonstrate that the instruments performed stably, and with the expected performance characteristics.

The capabilities of HAMP, and its sister instruments consisting of a water vapor lidar and a dropsonde system, formed the basis for the Next-generation Aircraft Remote sensing for VAlidation studies (NARVAL) campaign. NARVAL, whose focus was on the characterization of precipitation from relatively shallow clouds, took place in December 2013 and January 2014. In the December phase of NARVAL, shallow convection and its covariability with atmospheric water across the breadth of the North Atlantic trade winds was measured over the course of eight research flights. These measurements serve as a way to evaluate the representativeness of long-term measurements at the Barbados Cloud Observatory to the broader trade winds (Nuijens et al., 2014). During the January phase of NARVAL, frequently occurring intensive post-frontal mesoscale precipitation was observed over the North Atlantic near Iceland. For one thing, these systems are thought to play a critical role in the water cycle, and for another the development of midlatitude storm systems, but are poorly measured by other platforms. During NARVAL the HAMP instrumentation operated with almost no interruption over more than 150 flight hours, and initial analyses suggest that the instrumentation lived up to the promise of the analyses presented in this paper. In so doing, HAMP promises to open a new dimension to atmospheric remote sensing.
The Supplement related to this article is available online at doi:10.5194/amt-7-4539-2014-supplement.
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